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ABSTRACT 
 

In this thesis, I have presented a new configuration for supersonic aircraft fuselages.  I first 

demonstrated that the commercial Fluent code provides mesh converged, valid results for 

supersonic flows around various configurations with respect to classical theoretical predictions.  

Then, by adapting the geometry of the Busemann biplane to the Sears-Haack body, I have 

presented a physically feasible configuration that reduces the wave drag per volume of given 

fuselage volume and length.  The reduction is about 50% when compared to the Sears-Haack body 

that is the accepted, optimal shape for the minimum wave drag of a given volume and length.  

When applied to non-enclosed geometries, the Busemann biplane experiences none of the wave 

drag spikes that have been associated with the biplane in prior studies, while maintaining some of 

its efficacy.  Preliminary studies into the effects of viscosity for supersonic flows at high Reynolds 

numbers show that the total drag is about 25% greater than inviscid flow results.  This effect has 

also been extended to a triple body configuration, which further cuts the drag per volume to less 

than 40% of the equivalent S-H body.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis studies the design of a commercial, twin-body, supersonic-speed vehicle with 

improved fuselage geometry for a lower wave drag per volume of fuselage.  In the following 

subsections, I describe the motivation for supersonic flight, characterized by shock waves, and 

provide background for the basic concepts used in this thesis.  These include the Busemann biplane 

configuration for shock wave cancellation and the Sears-Haack body of minimum wave drag for 

a single, smooth volume.  I also layout the research objectives and the thesis’s outline. 

1.1  Motivation for Supersonic Flight Vehicles 

Flight at supersonic speeds has been an aspiration for engineers and pilots since as early as 

the 1850’s.  When Prandtl theorized that the sonic barrier would be impossible to break for flight 

vehicles, scientists took that as a challenge, rather than a limit.  On October 14th, 1947, the Bell X-

1 (see figure 1.1) became the first airplane to successfully brake the sonic barrier.  This 

accomplishment triggered the race for supersonic, commercial flight. 

 

Figure 1.1: Bell X-1 in flight. (Smithsonian, 2018) 

 While the Bell X-1 broke through the sound barrier, it did so by using powerful, inefficient 

rocket engines in a diving, gravity-aided maneuver.  It was clear that massive improvements in 
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drag reduction, engine power, and system efficiency would be needed for practical flight 

applications.  In the early 1950’s, the commercial aircraft industry began the lengthy process of 

developing a safe, reliable, and economically viable supersonic, civil transport.  Three prominent 

designs emerged: the American Boeing 2707, the Russian Tupolev-144, and the joint effort 

French-British Aerospatiale/BAC Concorde.  These designs competed to become the first 

supersonic passenger jet during much of the 1950’s.  The Boeing concept eventually dropped out, 

due to the success of the high subsonic speed Boeing 747 and America’s shifting focus to space 

technologies.  The Tu-144, while being the first (in December, 1975) to fly commercial at 

supersonic speeds (Mach number 2.15), was plagued with mechanical failures and accidents, never 

flew internationally, and was eventually cancelled in 1978, after less than three years of service.  

On January 21st, 1976, the Concorde (see figure 1.2) finally brought international, supersonic flight 

to the public with its first scheduled flight.  For 27 years, it flew overseas at just over Mach number 

2, and inspired a generation of pilots, engineers, and aviation enthusiasts.  However, three factors 

led to the retirement of this aircraft, the only commercial supersonic airplane: a ban on overland 

supersonic flight, primarily due to environmental concerns over the disruptive sonic boom 

accompanied by supersonic flight, high engine noise on take-off, and the rising cost of fuel, 

compounded by Concorde’s inefficient engines.  Since October 24th, 2003, supersonic flight has 

remained out of grasp for the public. 
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Figure 1.2:  Concorde on climb. (Britannica, 2018)  

Aside from simple motivations, such as excitement or an engineer’s pride, supersonic 

commercial flight is a great economic motivator.  By increasing cruise speed, flight times can be 

cut to less than half of their subsonic counterparts, allowing more trips per day by a single airplane 

(Sun, 2016).  For the general commercial market, most economic analyses highlight the time 

savings on long haul routes, cutting 18 hour flights down to 9 hours or less.  NASA performed 

another Supersonic Transport (SST) study during the mid-1990’s, based on the TU-144, and 

concluded that a market was economically viable, at the scale of a 300 passenger jet flying at Mach 

number 2.4 (National Research Council, 1997).  The issues cited by the report were affordability, 

technological reliability related to maintenance and safety, and environmental noise and engine 

pollution. The report also pushed for numerous economic studies to search for all potential 

markets.   

A new, more promising market emerged during the early 2000’s as an economically viable 

technology: the supersonic business jet.  To overcome the Concorde’s difficulties, aerodynamic 

efficiencies must be improved for ticket prices to compete with subsonic, long-haul aircraft, and 

the sonic boom must be significantly lessened.  Many countries made laws placing limits on 
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allowable sonic boom strength for overland flight when the Concorde was introduced.  As a result, 

most research has focused on mitigating sonic booms, since opening land routes would make any 

aircraft far more likely to succeed, by allowing more flight routes.  The research has been so 

successful that multiple startups (provided in Figure 1.3) have been developed recently using those 

findings, in hopes of making their design of a supersonic business jet a reality. 

 

Figure 1.3: Low sonic boom concept business jets.  From left to right: Boom Technology 

(https://boomsupersonic.com/), Aerion (https://www.aerionsupersonic.com/), and Spike Aerospace 

(http://www.spikeaerospace.com/) concepts. 

However, seemingly little research has gone into improving the wave drag of supersonic 

bodies, thinking that a Sears-Haack (S-H) body and the subsequent area rule lead to the optimal 

solution.  Improving the wave drag is crucial though, because the Concorde’s operating costs, 

mostly due to rising fuel costs, were a prominent factor in its retirement.  By reducing the wave 

drag, and therefore, improving the cruise efficiency, supersonic flight economy will likely improve 

and become more competitive with its subsonic counterparts.  

1.2  Basic Concepts 

1.2.1 Supersonic Flight and its Main Concerns 

 The flight of a supersonic vehicle is characterized by shock waves that are attached to the 

vehicle (see figure 1.4). These shock waves, which are sudden local pressure discontinuities, 

continuously propagate, with the airplane and through the atmosphere, to the ground.  They lead 
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to the airplane’s wave drag and significantly increase the total drag of the vehicle in supersonic 

flight.  In a typical configuration, the supersonic wave drag is about 30% of the total drag in 

addition to the friction and induced drag typical of subsonic flight (see figure 1.5).  Although the 

shockwaves weaken over distance from the airplane, the pressure jumps are still significant enough 

when they reach the ground to generate a noisy and disruptive pressure signature known as a sonic 

boom (the N-wave shown in figure 1.4).  This thesis focuses on concepts reducing the wave drag 

of supersonic configurations. 

 

Figure 1.4: Schematic of a shockwave system around a supersonic airplane. (Supersonic Myths, 2018) 

1.2.2 The Sears-Haack Body 

The Sears-Haack (S-H) body is a shape independently discovered by the analyses of William 

Sears (1947) and Wolfgang Haack (1941), that minimizes supersonic wave drag of a single body 

in flight (Jones, 1953).  With the derivation of the Sears-Haack body (see figure 1.5 (Yamazaki, 

2014) for shape of it and shockwave system around it) and the subsequent Whitcomb area rule 

(Whitcomb, 1952), lower drag configurations were designed that enabled supersonic flight for 

military jets.   
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Figure 1.5: Shockwave system around a S-H body. 

Sears (1947) and Haack (1941) found that the wave drag of a body is proportional to the 

second derivative of the cross-sectional area distribution along the direction of freestream velocity.  

This means that the body area distribution has to be smooth, have no jumps in its derivatives, and 

be of a certain shape for minimal wave drag.  By assuming a slender, axisymmetric body and 

linearized supersonic flow, a single shape was found that has the lowest wave drag for a given 

volume and length, described by the formula: 

 ��� =  !"�#�4�41 5 �6 .78.    (1.1) 

Here, � (0 9 � 9 1) is the non-dimensional, axial distance from the nose scaled by the body length 

(� , ���  is the dimensional, cross-sectional radius, and !:;� is the body’s maximum radius, which 

can be found for any given body length and volume ()+,) from the relationship: 

 )+, =  <=>?@�A> B
CD  . (1.2) 
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This optimized body has been the template for the ideal supersonic transport since its 

introduction (Jones, 1956).  Its popularity stemmed from its relatively simple geometry.  For a 

given dynamic pressure of flight, with density �.  and velocity �) , the theoretical wave drag of 

the body is: 

 ����� �� =  .)E DF[HIJ]>
=BL  . (1.3) 

A cursory analysis of this equation shows that, for a fixed length, �, splitting a single volume 

into two, separated half volumes, will cut the wave drag of each new volume by one quarter, and 

the new system will have half of the wave drag, for the same volume.  Similarly, three, one-third 

volumes will cut the drag to a third of the drag of one body, and so on (see figure 1.6).  However, 

this analysis is incomplete because it does not consider shock wave interactions and interference 

in the system of multiple bodies.   

Yamakazi and Kusenose (2013) studied innovative twin-body fuselage configurations for 

advanced supersonic transport candidates. They computed, using inviscid CFD computations, 

aerodynamic wave drag characteristics as well as the wave drag reduction effect.  They found an 

optimally designed non-axisymmetrical twin-body shows the best aerodynamic performance, with 

a wave drag reduction to 2/3 that of the Sears-Haack body.  When viscous effects were also 

considered, they found a total drag reduction of 23.4% over the single S-H body.  It is noted, 

however, that this optimization does not take advantage of shock wave interactions and possible 

cancellations, such as the Busemann biplane configuration. 
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Figure 1.6: Yamakazi and Kusenose (2014) optimized twin S-H configuration. 

1.2.3 The Busemann Biplane 

Adolf Busemann proposed a simple configuration at a Volta Conference in 1935 that provides 

low supersonic wave drag together with no sonic boom signature.  By placing two triangular 

wedges at a very specific distance apart, the shock waves generated will be reflected and eventually 

cancelled out by the expansion fan from the diverging section.  This concept and its drag reductions 

are illustrated in figure 1.7. 

 

Figure 1.7: A supersonic shock wave system and corresponding surface pressures of a diamond airfoil and an 

equivalent Busemann biplane. 
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The top left panel in figure 1.7 describes the shock waves around a two-dimensional diamond 

airfoil with a 10⁰ wedge, at zero angle of attack (aoa), in supersonic flow at freestream Mach 

number �� =  2.0.  Top right panel describes the shock wave system around a corresponding 

two-dimensional Busemann configuration built from splitting the previously considered diamond 

airfoil, also at zero aoa and same speed.  The bottom panels show the corresponding pressures 

exerted on the surfaces of each geometry.  It can be seen that the pressure over the diamond airfoil 

experiences a massive pressure differential from its forward facing and rearward facing surfaces, 

resulting in a high wave drag.  On the other hand, in the case of the Busemann configuration, the 

pressure along the inner surfaces is kept nearly constant for a majority of the chord, and drops to 

freestream pressure near the trailing edge, dramatically reducing the pressure difference between 

the front and rear surfaces, and therefore reducing the wave drag.  In the ideal setup, the expansion 

fan and reflected shock wave cancel out exactly at the trailing edge, leaving no shock wave to 

propagate out of the configuration to the far-field (ground). 

The Busemann biplane geometry became the subject of validation studies and sensitivities to 

speed changes and angle of attack from up to 1955 (Moeckel, 1947 and Ferri, 1944) before all 

research on it seems to come to a grinding halt.  The proposed effects were validated by 

experiments, demonstrating the wave cancellation that eliminates the sonic boom (Ferri, 1944). 

However, the Busemann configuration does not produce lift at its ideal configuration of design 

speed and zero angle of attack.  This appeared to greatly limit the Busemann biplane’s application.  

American and Soviet research shifted towards single body, supersonic cruise missiles and the 

space race from the mid 1950’s to the early 2000’s.  Europe focused its efforts towards the 

Concorde, a single body, ogival wing configuration.  As a result, the Busemann biplane concept 

appeared to be forgotten.  However, the retirement of the Concorde left a gap that has renewed 
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interest in supersonic commercial flight and a resurgence of studies on the Busemann biplane and 

various adaptations have followed (Licher, 1955, Agarwal, 2015, and Kusunose, 2007).  Most of 

the research has been performed by Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), who have 

focused on a twin body biplane design, optimizing the Busemann biplane for wave drag and lift, 

and mitigating a detrimental chocking condition. 

1.3  Objective of Thesis 

In this paper, I take the concepts behind the Sears-Haack body and the Busemann biplane and 

combine them to create an improved hybrid multi-body fuselage for supersonic flight.  An odd 

consistency with all the research into the Busemann biplane is that all of it considers the geometry 

as wing whose chord in line with velocity.  As mentioned before, however, the biplane provides 

no lift at its minimum drag configuration.  Even modern studies have relegated this to wings only, 

attempting to optimize a tradeoff between lift and drag and shock mitigation (Licher biplane).  

There is, however, another application for this geometry that can take advantage of the no lift 

condition.  The novel idea presented in this study is to take a single Sears-Haack fuselage, make a 

vertical bisection, separate the two halves in the span-wise direction, and apply the Busemann 

biplane geometry to the space in between the now twin fuselages, as shown in figure 1.8.  The 

fuselages are connected by two sets of spars that also have a Busemann biplane geometry.  This 

concept is expected to reduce the drag per volume of the entire configuration when compared to 

that a single fuselage of equal volume and length.  The objective of this thesis is to computationally 

and systematically analyze the drag per volume characteristics of the proposed configuration, and 

compare it against the classical configuration of a single Sears Haack body and twin Sears Haack 

bodies.  I expect to find a large decrease in drag per volume when compared to the single S-H 

body, but a less significant decrease in drag per volume when compared to the twin S-H bodies. 
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Figure 1.8: (a) Top, (b) orthogonal, (c) side, and (d) rear views of proposed design. 

Twin fuselage aircraft are not a new design by any means, the most successful design being 

the North American Aviation F-82 Twin Mustang, which had impressive range and load 

distribution.  Airbus submitted a design patent for a twin fuselage, commercial aircraft in 2012, 

and the Stratolaunch aircraft is, as of 2018, in the middle of ground testing.  Most of the recent 

research concerning the Busemann biplane also investigate twin fuselages, but none of them have 

applied the Busemann biplane concept as illustrated above.  I believe this is because during the 

optimization process in previous papers, a wave drag increase occurred before a decrease 

associated with Busemann biplane geometry occurred that drove the calculations away from this 

solution. 

1.4  Outline of Thesis 

In chapter 1, I described an introduction to supersonic, commercial flight and presented basic 

concepts.  In chapter 2, I provide details of the analysis tools and the verification process of the 

computed results.  In chapter 3, I present new configurations of supersonic, twin-bodies and their 

computed results of the wave drag per volume.  In chapter 4, I discuss the results and their 
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accuracy.  In chapter 5 I offer conclusions of the present study and propose subjects for future 

studies.  Appendices provide the raw data used in the analyses. 
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2. SIMULATION TOOLS  

2.1  Simulation Setup 

In the following, I present the simulation tools for geometric modeling, mesh generation and 

flow solving used in this thesis. 

2.1.1 Overview 

In this thesis, I compare the drag per volume, at supersonic speed, of the proposed 

configuration in figure 1.8, both with and without connectors, to a single Sears-Haack body and a 

twin Sears-Haack (S-H) body of equal length and total volume.  Since wave drag is the dominant 

source of drag at supersonic speeds, flow has been assumed to be inviscid, and so skin friction 

(viscous) drag is not computed.  Focus is only on the wave drag properties of the fuselage and its 

connectors (when applicable).  The wings, tails, and engines of a complete vehicle have not been 

modeled.  Area ruling, applying a Sears-Haack area distribution to an entire configuration, e.g. 

wings, fuselage, engines, etc., has not been considered either.  In addition, I am not computing the 

far-field shockwave system and the related sonic boom. 

In order to assess mesh convergence, accuracy, and validity of the numerical simulation, I first 

analyzed the following set of geometries, which become progressively more complicated in shape 

and flow structure.  All of the following cases have analytical solutions or available results from 

previous studies to compare my simulated results against.  These geometries are: a two-

dimensional symmetric planar diamond airfoil, a two-dimensional planar Busemann geometry, an 

axisymmetric S-H body, a full three-dimensional S-H body, a three-dimensional half cut of a S-H 

body, and a three-dimensional quarter cut of a S-H body. 

To test the proposed configuration in figure 1.8, I then studied quarter cut, half cut, and full 

models of this configuration without connectors, and quarter cut of the model with the connectors.  
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Additional studies include determining the effects of width on the effectiveness of the Busemann 

geometry, cutoff shapes to improve under and over speed conditions, and a triple body 

configuration were also considered. 

2.1.2 Geometric Modeler 

Geometric models of the various configurations that I analyzed were generated by the 

commercial program Siemens NX 12.0.  Simple straight lines, splines, extrusions, and revolution 

commands were used to generate all models.  The control volume around the configurations was 

also defined in NX as well.  Because only the near-field flow was considered, the control volume 

around the configuration is relatively small, compared to other CFD simulations referenced here.  

For two-dimensional cases, the control volume is a sixty meters long by thirty meters high 

rectangle placed thirty meters above the x-axis and in line with the y-axis.  The leading edge of all 

models was placed ten meters downstream from the upstream surface of the control volume.  For 

three-dimensional cases, the control volume is either a rectangular box, cylinder, or a hybrid of the 

two and is sixty meters long by thirty meters high. The geometric model from NX was imported 

to Ansys’s geometric modeler where the fluid domain in the control volume was identified by the 

“fill” command in the program. 

Due to the intricacies and sensitivities of the Busemann biplane, special attention is given to 

the construction of its geometric model.  Busemann biplanes of thirty meters length were generated 

by placing two half wedges with leading edge angle of 7.6 degrees at a certain separation distance 

apart, with the leading edges in line with each other.  The separation distance is such that the shock 

wave that originates from each of the leading edges meets the opposite wedge at its maximum 

width, or the throat of the system. 
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2.1.3 Mesh Generation 

Meshing of the flow domain was performed by Ansys’s internal meshing program.  By 

inputting a specified cell size, the program generates an unstructured mesh within the flow domain.  

I found that for the cases considered, two-dimensional simulations needed ~40,000 cells, of 

uniform size, in the whole domain for mesh converged results.  Three-dimensional cases were 

meshed to have ~512,000 cells of approximately the same size.  It is noted that a mesh with 512,000 

cells may not provide fully mesh converged results, but rather is a result of the software limitations 

of the educational version of Ansys FLUENT.  Computed results from this mesh are still relevant 

for deducting the drag per volume. 

2.1.4 Numerical Simulation 

Numerical simulations of two-dimensional, axisymmetric, and three-dimensional steady, 

inviscid supersonic flow behavior about the various configurations were conducted using the 

program Ansys FLUENT 19.2.  The FLUENT solver is based on the finite-volume method of 

discretization.  The flow domain in the control volume is divided into a finite set of volumes, or 

cells, and the equations for the equation of state (ideal gas law) and the conservation of mass, linear 

momentum, and energy are then simultaneously solved for each of these cells.  The process starts 

from an initialized state, and repeatedly solves the flow using the below equations until the residual 

errors of iterations is below a prescribed limit of 10-8.  For cell j, the Reynolds transport equation 

is: 

 
M
MN O ./P) +  ∮ ./)⦁P% =   ∮ ΓUV /V ⦁P% +  O $&P)HH   (2.1) 

where /  is an extensive property, /  is unity for the conservation of mass equation, )  is the 

velocity vector for conservation of linear momentum, Γ and is the specific enthalpy for 
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conservation of energy.  The first term in equation (2.1) is the unsteady term, the second term is 

the convection term of the property /, the third term is the diffusion term, which is neglected for 

our purposes, and the last term is the property generation term, where $& is either force per mass 

or energy/heat transfer per volume.  For a cell, j, in a mesh, displayed in figure 2.1, equation (2.1) 

becomes, after discretization, the following equation: 

 
�W2&2 XY ZX[ �W2&2 X

\N )* + ∑ /12012%121�^�� =   $&2)*.   (2.2) 

where: 

 faces = number of faces enclosing cell j, 

 /12  = value of / convected through the face f of cell j, 

 012 = mass flux through the face of cell j, 

 )* = Volume of cell j. 

The discretized equation can be expressed as: 

 ;*/* +  ∑ ;�_�_ /�_ =  *̀ , (2.3) 

where the coefficients ;�_ , ;* and *̀ are typically functions of solution variables.  During a small 

time step from t to t + Δ', linearization of equation (2.3) is applied in order to remove dependencies 

on solution variables. 
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Figure 2.1:  Cells around a node point, P, in a typical mesh. 

Three boundary conditions are used for analysis: far-field pressure, wall no-penetration, and 

symmetry along planes of symmetry.  The far-field conditions were set at pressure of 101100 Pa, 

temperature of 300 K, and Mach number of �� = 2.0.  The wall condition was applied along the 

solid surfaces of the configuration.  Symmetry was applied along planes of symmetry to allow for 

a smaller flow domain and greater solution efficiency.   

2.2   Computed Examples for Validation and Verification 

In the following, I present computed examples of supersonic flow cases for validation, mesh 

convergence, and verification. 

2.2.1 Two-Dimensional Diamond Airfoil 

The geometry for studying a two-dimensional diamond airfoil was built in NX 12.0.  A thirty 

meters tall by sixty meters long rectangular control volume is placed thirty meters above the x-

datum and the upstream edge of the control volume is made in line with the y-datum.  Four straight 

lines define the edges of the control volume and no corners are rounded.  A diamond wedge with 

a ten-degree half angle, no corner rounding, and thirty meters chord is placed ten meters 

downstream of the front edge of the control volume and thirty meters above the bottom edge of 

the control volume at zero angle of attack.  This is uploaded to Ansys’s Geometry modeler and the 
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control volume of flow is identified by the fill command.  In Ansys’s mesh generator, an 

unstructured mesh is used to make a mesh in the flow domain built of quarter meter sized elements.  

Ansys’s solver is Fluent based and the flow is solved as a two-dimensional planar case.  Wall, no-

penetration, boundary conditions are used on the diamond wedge’s sides and a pressure far-field 

condition is used on all edges of the control volume.  The fluid is modeled as an inviscid ideal gas.  

Far-field conditions are �� = 101100 Pa, (� = 300 K, and various Mach numbers from �� = 1.5 

to �� = 3.0.  The solution is considered converged when the residuals of all the equations are 

under 10[c.  A representative example of the mesh converged solution of the pressure field around 

the diamond airfoil at �� = 2.0  is given below in figure 2.2.  The figure demonstrates the 

appearance of the oblique shock waves at the leading edge and the expansion wave, centered 

around the airfoil’s apex.  

 

Figure 2.2: Two-dimensional pressure field around a diamond airfoil at d� = e. f. 

The case of the diamond airfoil with a leading edge half angle of ten degrees, at �� = 2.0 

is studied for mesh convergence.  Results are reported in figure 2.3 and figure 2.4 shows the most 
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detailed mesh generated, with 146,050 elements.  It can be seen that as the mesh is refined from 

1460 elements to 146,050 elements (as the typical element size, ℎ, is reduced from 1m to 0.1m), 

the wave drag per span tends to converge towards a limit value of 606.34 kN/m, which agree with 

theoretical predictions.  Similar results of mesh convergence were found for other �� values.  It 

is concluded that the two-dimensional mesh with an element size of 0.1 m provides sufficiently 

accurate predictions of the two-dimensional diamond airfoil wave drag per span and is used as a 

guide for further studies. 

  

Figure 2.3: Results of mesh convergence study on the two-dimensional diamond airfoil case. 
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Figure 2.4: Mesh of the two-dimensional diamond case. 

Computed results of the wave drag per span are also compared against the classical solution of 

a two-dimensional diamond airfoil in a supersonic flow, given by Keuthe & Chow (1997): 

 ����� =  ������
C
E .�)�E�,     ������ =  F

hij> [C
kN

^lE. (2.4) 

Here, .� =  ��/�!(�  is the far-field density, and )� =  ��n-!(� is the far-field velocity. 

Also, ! is the specific gas constant for air, - is equal to 1.4 for air, � is the chord, and ' is the 

thickness.  Results for the given configuration for various Mach numbers are given below in Table 

2.1.  The error is the percentage of the computed wave drag minus the theoretical wave drag value 

divided by the theoretical value.  It can be seen that the error is small, within 1.5 %, for cases with 

Mach number between 1.8 and 2.5.  At lower and higher Mach numbers, the error increases and a 

finer mesh is needed for a smaller error.  For Mach number 2.0, the design speed of the Busemann 

biplane configuration being analyzed in this thesis, the absolute error of the computed wave drag 

is 0.135%.  This example demonstrates that the simulation setup is able to accurately model 
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supersonic flow over a two-dimensional, diamond airfoil and accurately predicts the formation of 

shockwaves and theoretical wave drag. 

Table 2.1:  Diamond airfoil with 10 degree wedge. 

�� Computed Wave Drag 

per span 

(N/m) 

Calculated Wave Drag 

per span from (2.4) 

(N/m) 

Absolute 

Error 

(%) 

1.5 560212.46 528390.15 5.68 

1.8 571946.10 568392.33 0.62 

1.9 586878.11 586697.44 0.03 

2.0 605535.47 606354.56 0.13 

2.1 625838.80 627030.58 0.19 

2.2 655891.16 648495.54 1.13 

2.5 726925.58 716188.43 1.48 

3.0 856524.60 835458.19 2.46 

 

2.2.2 Two-Dimensional Busemann Biplane 

The geometry for the two-dimensional Busemann biplane was built using the same control 

volume as the previous diamond airfoil case.  Two isosceles triangular wedges, made with a ten 

degree leading edge angle, and a thirty meters chord, are placed ten meters from the upstream edge 

of the control volume.  The wedges are vertically separated as shown in figure 2.5 such that the 

oblique shock wave, from each leading edge, meets the opposite wedge’s apex.   
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Figure 2.5: Busemann biplane geometry for a design speed of dopqrst = e. f. 
The Busemann biplane configuration was first constructed for a design Mach number of 

2.0 and zero angle of attack.  A mesh convergence study for a far-field flow of �� = 2.0 was 

conducted in order to confirm accuracy of simulation results of a supersonic flow with reflected 

shock waves from the wedge apex.  The results are described in figure 2.6 and the most detailed 

mesh generated, with 176,304 elements, is shown in figure 2.7.  It can be seen that, as the mesh is 

refined from 1791 elements to 176,304 elements (as the typical element size, ℎ, is reduced from 

1m to 0.1m), the wave drag per span tends to converge towards a limit value of about 91.9 kN/m.  

Similar results of mesh convergence were found for other �� values.  It is concluded that the two-

dimensional mesh with an element size of 0.1 m provides sufficiently accurate predictions of the 

Busemann biplane wave drag per span and is used as a guide for three-dimensional mesh sizing.   
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Figure 2.6: Results of mesh convergence study on the two-dimensional Busemann biplane case. 

 

Figure 2.7: mesh of the two-dimensional Busemann biplane case. 

The mesh converged solution of the pressure field of the flow around the two-dimensional 

Busemann biplane for far-field Mach number �� = 2.0  is shown in figure 2.8.  The figure 

demonstrates that the oblique shocks from the leading edges cross each other without interference, 

continue on to the opposite wedge’s apex, and then simultaneously become expansion fans. 
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Figure 2.8: Two-dimensional pressure field around a planar Busemann biplane at d� = e. f. 

The effect of various upstream Mach numbers, ��, on the wave drag per span per area of 

the configuration for the planar Busemann biplane (with ������� = 2.0) and for the diamond 

airfoil, both with same half wedge angle of ten degree and chord of thirty meters, is also studied 

and shown in table 2.2 and figure 2.9.  It can be seen that at the design Mach number of 2.0, the 

wave drag per span per area of the Busemann biplane is minimal within variation of Mach number 

around 2.0 and is also only 13.82% of the value for the equivalent diamond airfoil.  Also, at the 

design Mach number, there is only a slight shockwave that escapes from the configuration.  What 

does continue to the far-field is so weak that it will not generate a sonic boom signature at relevant 

flight altitudes.  At under speed conditions, below the design Mach number, drag values increase 

with Mach number up to �� = 2.0 and then suddenly decreases just before �� = 2.0, see figure 

2.9.  At a certain Mach number just below 2.0, the attached oblique shock waves degrade into a 

strong detached bow shock in front of the entire configuration, which dramatically increases the 
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drag of the Busemann biplane (see the pressure field for �� = 1.8 in figure 2.10).  At over speed 

conditions, above the design Mach number, the wave drag increases with increasing Mach number 

up to �� = 3.0.  This is because the oblique shock waves from the leading edges do not meet the 

opposite wedge at the apex, but further downstream of it, leading to pockets of expanded, low 

pressure air, causing a pressure difference that creates additional drag, somewhat like what 

happens to a diamond airfoil in similar conditions (see the pressure field for �� = 2.2 in figure 

2.11). 

Table 2.2: Effect of upstream Mach number on wave drag of Busemann biplane with dopqrst = e. f. 

�� Drag per span per 

area of planar 

Busemann biplane 

((N/m)/m2) 

  

 

Drag per span per  

area of planar 

Diamond airfoil with 

wedge of 10° 

((N/m)/m2) 

Ratio of wave drag per 

area of Busemann 

biplane over diamond 

airfoil (%) 

1.5 13500.34 

 

6670.91 

 

202.38 

 

1.6 15062.20 

 

6794.15 221.69 

1.7 16738.26 6968.27 240.21 

1.8 18524.90 

 

7175.94 

 

258.15 

 

1.9 20428.71 

 

7407.04 

 

275.80 

 

2.0 1057.59 

 

7655.21 

 

13.82 

 

2.1 1482.53 

 

7916.24 

 

18.73 

 

2.2 2066.53 

 

8187.24 

 

25.24 

 

2.5 4265.33 

 

9041.87 

 

47.17 

 

3.0 8968.27 

 

10547.64 

 

85.03 
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Figure 2.9: Plot of drag per span per area of the Busemann biplane as a function of Mach number. 

 

Figure 2.10: Two-dimensional pressure field around a planar Busemann biplane at d� = v. w.  
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Figure 2.11: Two-dimensional pressure field around a planar Busemann biplane at d� = e. e. 

2.2.3 Full Axisymmetric Sears-Haack Body with Three-Dimensional Solver 

The geometry used in this case was built from Matlab R2016b and NX 12.0.  A list of 

twenty points was generated in Matlab according to (1.1) with a chord of thirty meters and a 

volume equivalent to that of the previous ten degree diamond airfoil turned into a body of 

revolution.  This list was imported to NX and used as control points for the spline command.  A 

control volume of the same dimensions as before was built around the spline and the entire domain 

was revolved a full three hundred and sixty degrees.  There were 208,833 elements and the mesh 

element size at the far-field was typically 1.5m, while near the wall, mesh element size was 

0.635m.  Figure 2.12 presents the computed pressure field around the configuration.  Two conical 

shockwaves are attached to the leading and trailing edges of the S-H body, with an expansion wave 

occurring along the body, in between the shocks.  However, the shockwave at the trailing edge 

may not be highly resolved and results in a higher pressure behind it, leading to a “pushing” force 
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at the tail and causing a reduced drag.  The computed results of inviscid drag were compared to 

the values expected from formula (2.3).  It was found to be 664.9 kN, which is 3.03% lower than 

the theoretical value of 685.7 kN.  Since software limits the maximum number of elements in any 

given mesh, and the error is higher than desired, a finer mesh is attempted by cutting the domain 

in half and applying a symmetry condition.   

 

Figure 2.12:  Pressure field of a full rotation S-H body at  d� = e. f. 

2.2.4 Half Rotation of Sears-Haack Body 

The geometry used in this case is the same as above, but revolved only one hundred and 

eighty degrees.  This allows for 389,957 elements, with a far-field mesh sizing of 0.875m, while 

elements near the wall had a size of 0.637m.  A symmetry boundary condition is applied to the flat 

face that cuts the domain in half.  The computed pressure field is shown in figure 2.13 and is 
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similar to the field shown in figure 2.12.  The computed inviscid drag is again compared to the 

value expected from (2.3).  This time, results are found to be only 1.8% greater than the expected 

value. 

 

Figure 2.13: Pressure field of a half rotation S-H body at d� = e. f. 

2.2.5 Quarter Rotation of Sears-Haack Body 

The geometry used in this case is, again, the same as before, but revolved only ninety 

degrees and two symmetry conditions are applied to the two faces at the end of the rotation.  Figure 

2.14 displays the pressure field around this configuration and is similar, again, to the previous 

figures 2.12 and 2.13.  This time, a far-field mesh sizing of 0.675m with a wall element size of 

.65m was used, which resulted in a mesh of 421,442 elements, see figure 2.15.  Computed inviscid 

drag is, again, compared to the expected value from (2.3).  This time, the drag is found to be only 
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0.75% less than the expected value, so the finer mesh settings of this run will be the ones used to 

test the hybrid Busemann geometries in the next chapter. 

 

Figure 2.14: Pressure field of a quarter rotation S-H body at d� = e. f. 

 

Figure 2.15: Mesh used for the quarter revolve S-H case. 
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2.3   Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, I detailed the simulation tools used in this thesis, and demonstrated that the 

numerically computed results given by the solver are sufficiently accurate for various classical 

configurations in supersonic flows.  Specifically, mesh convergence studies show convergence of 

computed numerical values and agreement with theoretical predictions.  Thereby the simulation 

tools have been verified for the purpose of exploring new configurations with no classical solutions 

or experimental results to compare to.  In the next chapter, I present the results of modelling the 

proposed hybrid geometry in supersonic flows. 
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3. COMPUTED RESULTS OF PROPOSED HYBRID CONFIGURATION 

3.1  Simulation Setup 

In this chapter, I study the proposed geometry of a hybrid Busemann-Sears-Haack body in 

detail, describe the simulation settings, and present and discuss the computed results.  The volume 

used for the drag per volume computation is that of the body shown in figure 1.8 without the wings 

and tails. 

3.1.1 Definition of Geometry and Mesh 

The proposed hybrid geometry between the Busemann biplane and the Sears-Haack body 

is built in NX 12.0.  After making a fully revolved S-H body like in section 2.2.3, two cuts are 

made such that one side of the S-H body has flat surfaces.  These flat surfaces conform to the 

Busemann biplane geometry described in figure 2.4.  An example of the resulting configuration, 

with connectors, can be seen in Figure 1.8a.  This model is contained within a 60 meter long by 

30 meter high by 36.6 meter wide rectangular cube control volume.  The hybrid geometry is placed 

10 meters away from the upstream face, and the axis of the S-H body is placed 6.6 meters from 

the side, such that the shock waves are reflected correctly for the Busmeann biplane effect within 

the configuration.  This means that, at the design Mach number, the shock waves from the leading 

edge meet the opposite body’s apex. 

As mentioned before, the available software limits a maximum mesh size of 512,000 

elements in the control volume.  In the present study, element size at the far-field is 0.675 m, while 

near the wall the element size was 0.65 m, with a total mesh of 457,312 elements.  The mesh for 

the unconnected body is shown below in figure 3.1.  The mesh for the connected case, not in figure 

3.1, is similar, with elements in the far-field sized at .675 m and elements at the wall sized at .66 

m, with a total mesh size of 510,667 elements.  
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Figure 3.1: Mesh generated for the proposed geometry body, without connectors. 

3.2  Computed Results Without Connectors 

3.2.1 Inviscid Analysis 

A horizontal cut of the pressure field around the body of the proposed configuration, at the 

design Mach number of 2.0, is displayed below in figure 3.2.  It can be seen that the shockwaves 

from the leading edges of the configuration cross each other with no interference, even in three-

dimensional flows, and they meet at approximately the apex of the opposite side.  There is some 

inexactness near the two apexes caused by inaccuracies originating from applying the two-

dimensional shock angle equations to the three-dimensional case.  Also seen are the expansion 

fans form the apexes which slightly reduce the pressure on the rearward face of the configuration, 

as well as the reflected shock waves from near the apexes, as motivated by the hybrid body design.  

The resulting wave drag per volume of the entire configuration, at the design Mach number of 2.0, 

is 2,688 N/m3 which is 47% of 5,697 N/m3, the theoretically predicted drag per volume for a single 

Sears-Haack body, with the same length and volume, at the same flight conditions.  The computed 

value for the twin S-H body, which has a theoretical value of half of the drag per volume of a 
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single S-H body of same length and volume, was found to be 3,727 N/m3.  This is 66.5% of the 

equivalent single S-H body, which does not match the theoretical value, likely because of reflected 

shocks between the two bodies and interference, which is not accounted for in the formula. This 

example demonstrates the basic idea behind the proposed configuration. 

 

Figure 3.2: Pressure field around the proposed configuration, without connectors, at dopqrst = e. f. 
Figure 3.3a compares the drag per volume of an unconnected proposed configuration (blue 

line) and of equivalent twin S-H bodies with the same separation distance (red line) for various 

Mach numbers.  The figure shows that the hybrid body has about 24% lower wave drag per volume 

than the computed value for the twin S-H configuration over all tested Mach numbers.  This 

improvement is caused by the proposed configuration’s Busemann biplane shock wave 

interference pattern between the two volumes.  Such beneficial interference does not happen with 

the equivalent twin S-H configuration with equal separation distance. 
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of drag per volume, for various Mach numbers, of (a) an unconnected proposed 

configuration and a twin S-H configuration with same separation distance and volume; (b) an unconnected 

proposed configuration, an equivalent, single S-H body, and the theoretically predicted twin S-H limit. 
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Figure 3.3b compares, for various Mach numbers, the drag per volume of an unconnected 

proposed configuration (blue line) to that of an equivalent single S-H body (black line) and to the 

theoretical reduction expected from using equivalent twin S-H bodies at infinite distance from 

each other (dashed line).  The figure shows that the decrease in wave drag per volume is consistent 

for all supersonic speeds and closely matches the theoretical limit.  At Mach number 1.5, the wave 

drag per volume is 62% of the reference quality, at a Mach number of 2.0, it is 47 %, and at a 

Mach number of 2.5, it is 46%.  It is demonstrated that for overspeed conditions, the drag reduction 

is nearly the same as at the design speed conditions. 

 

A comment on three-dimensional Busemann wave drag variation with Mach number: 

It is important to note that the results in figure 3.3 are different from expected wave drag 

performances typically seen in planar and axisymmetric cases.  Figure 3.4 below shows the 

inviscid drag per volume as a function of freestream Mach number of an axisymmetric Busemann 

biplane (blue line) compared to its equivalent S-H body (red line).  Up to the design speed, at Mach 

number 2.0 in this case, the drag per volume of the axisymmetric Busemann configuration is far 

greater than that of an equivalent S-H body.  This happens because of the formation of the detached 

bow shocks demonstrated in figure 2.10 at under speed conditions.  These bow shocks do not form 

in the general three-dimensional case of the proposed configuration displayed in figures 3.2 and 

3.3, since it isn’t an enclosed configuration.  This allows a sidewise direction for the energy to 

spread and for the less energetic, attached, oblique shocks to form, rather than forcing the 

detrimental bow shocks to form.  Once the design speed of �� = 2.0 is exceeded, the drag per 

volume plummets to below that of the S-H body before steadily climbing back above it, leaving 

an improved drag speed range of �� = 2.0 to �� = 2.3.  At over speed conditions, the reflected 
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shock waves miss the apex and its corresponding expansion fans miss the trailing edge of the other 

side, leading to a small low pressure zone near the apex and a sharp pressure change at the trailing 

edge, rather than the ideal, smooth pressure gradient. 

 

Figure 3.4: Wave drag per volume of an axisymmetric Busemann geometry and its corresponding S-H body 

at various supersonic Mach numbers. 

3.2.2 High Reynolds Number Analysis 

I also conducted preliminary investigations of the effect of viscosity and boundary layers 

on the total drag of the proposed configuration with no connectors.  Due to the limitations of the 

available computational resources, which limit the mesh size, the mesh that was constructed may 

not properly resolve the boundary layers along the walls of the configurations.   

Focus is made on the drag increase at speeds around the design Mach number, ������� =
2.0.  In all cases, Reynolds number is based on a length of 30 meters and viscosity of 1.75x10-5 

kg/m-s.  The results are summarized in table 3.1.  It can be seen that viscous effects increase the 

total drag by about 21%, but the reflected shocks are unaffected by the boundary layer.  The 

Busemann effect is still present. 
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Table 3.1: Comparison of inviscid wave drag and total drag of unconnected configuration. 

�� Reynolds number Inviscid Drag per 

volume (N/m3) 

Total Drag per 

volume (N/m3) 

Total drag over 

inviscid drag (%) 

2.0 1.39x109 2688 3268 122 

2.1 1.46x109 2934 3544 121 

2.2 1.53x109 3202 3837 120 

 

3.3  Computed Results with Connectors  

3.3.1 Inviscid Analysis 

The previous case was an ideal case scenario of a configuration with no connectors.  To 

ensure that this configuration is physically feasible, the following case was studied with two sets 

of spar pairs connecting the separate bodies, see figure 1.8.  These sets of spars are connected at 

7.5 and 22.5 meters from the nose.  The spar’s chord is 3 meters each and its leading edge angle is 

5 degrees.  The cross section of each of the spar pairs locally forms another Busemann biplane 

geometry, see geometry in figure 3.5.  The leading edge of the spars has a different angle because 

it changes the design Mach number of the spars (������� = 1.8) to a lower Mach number than that 

of the configuration (������� = 2.0), thereby forming the desired effects even after the flow has 

decelerated through the shock system of the fuselage. 

 

Figure 3.5: Spar cross sectional geometry and desired shock system at dopqrst = v. w.  (Blue lines are walls, 

redlines are shock waves, and green lines are expansion fans) 
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The computed pressure field across the horizontal midsection of the proposed configuration 

with connectors at Mach number 2.0 is shown in figure 3.6.  The figure demonstrates that the 

leading connecting spar pair experiences three distinct flow regions.  Two of the regions are within 

the shock cones that originate from the fuselage’s leading edges and experience high pressure.  

The third region is around the configuration’s centerline, which is outside of the shock cones, and 

exhibits freestream conditions.  The rearward pair of connectors are within two regions of the flow, 

on either side, that have gone through two original shock waves, one expansion fan, and one 

reflected shock wave.  The third region, along the centerline of the configuration, is flow that has 

experienced only two original shockwaves.  The pressure, and therefore the flow velocity along 

the rearward spar is nearly constant, except very near the point where the spars connect to the 

fuselage.  The computed wave drag per volume, at Mach number 2.0, of the connected 

configuration shown in figure 3.6 is 2,797 N/m3.  The wave drag per volume of the corresponding, 

unconnected configuration is 2,688 N/m3.  It can be seen that the connectors increase the wave 

drag per volume by 4%.   
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Figure 3.6: Computed pressure field across the horizontal midsection of the proposed configuration with 

connectors at d� = e. f. 

Figure 3.7 shows the variation of the wave drag per volume, as a function of Mach number, 

of the connected (blue line) and unconnected (red line) configurations.  In under speed conditions, 

in this case below �� = 1.7, there is a dramatic increase in drag due to the connectors.  This is 

consistent with the two-dimensional cases in section 2.2.2.  For higher Mach numbers, the drag 

increase due to the connectors is relatively small, around 4%.  This demonstrates that connectors 

can be designed, within a range of Mach numbers around a design Mach number, without 

increasing drag to a point that makes the configuration impractical. 
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Figure 3.7: Drag per volume of the configuration with connectors (blue line) and without connectors (red 

line) at various Mach numbers. 

 The drag per volume of the connected configuration is presented in figure 3.7.  The 

expected drag crisis is seen below the critical speed, after which, the improvements agree with 

what was seen in figure 3.3.  At the design speed of �� = 2.0, the configuration has a drag per 

volume of 2,797 N/m3, 48.63% of the theoretical S-H value of 5,751.50 N/m3.  At �� = 1.7, the 

detrimental under speed condition, the drag per volume of the connected configuration is 83.5% 

of the S-H body’s value, while the unconnected configuration’s drag per volume is 52.32%.  

 Figure 3.7 shows remarkable consistency between the two hybrid configurations.  Once 

the critical Mach number is surpassed, the two configurations, which have volumes within 1% of 

each other, have drag per volume values within 4% of each other.  It is clearly shown, in figure 

3.8, that even when accounting for necessary struts, the proposed configuration outperforms the 

classically optimal solution that is the Sears-Haack body. 
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Figure 3.8: Wave drag per volume of the connected configuration vs. an equivalent Sears-Haack body. 

 

3.3.2 High Reynolds Number Analysis 

I also conducted preliminary investigations into the effect of viscosity and boundary layers 

on the total drag of the proposed configuration with connectors as well.  Focus is again made on 

the drag increase at speeds around the design Mach number of 2.0.  In all cases, Reynolds number 

is based on a length of 30 meters and viscosity of 1.75x10-5 kg/m-s.  The results are summarized 

in table 3.2.  It can be seen that viscous effects increase the total drag by about 25%, but the 

reflected shocks are unaffected by the boundary layer.  The Busemann effect is still present for all 

relevant geometries.  The comparison between tables 3.1 and 3.2 shows that the small connectors, 

which account for ~1% of extra volume, contribute up to 2% extra drag per volume due to viscous 

effects.   
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Table 3.2: Comparison of inviscid wave drag and total drag of connected configuration. 

�� Reynolds number Inviscid Drag per 

volume (N/m3) 

Total Drag per 

volume (N/m3) 

Total drag over 

inviscid drag (%) 

2.0 1.39x109 2642 3326 126 

2.1 1.46x109 2867 3586 125 

2.2 1.53x109 3116 3869 124 

 

It is worth noting the tradeoff of increasing skin friction vs decreasing wave drag as a result 

of splitting the single S-H body into multiple bodies with the same length and total Volume.  Using 

(1.3), two S-H bodies of half volume will have half of the wave drag of a full S-H body.  By 

evaluating the following integral 

  $V =  O 2y���� P�C
z  (3.1) 

in conjunction with (1.1), it can be shown that the surface area, $V, of an S-H body is directly 

proportional to !"�#.  This shows that a half volume will have its !"�# reduced by a factor of 
C

√E, 

and so two half volumes will have an increase in surface area and skin friction drag by a factor of 

√2 greater than a single S-H body.  However, this tradeoff does not tell the entire story, since wave 

drag typically makes up a much larger percent of the total drag than any other component at 

supersonic speeds.  Table 3.2 above shows that wave drag tends to make up about 80% of the total 

drag.  The relationships above can be extended to any number of multiple bodies.  | number of 

bodies with 
C
} the volume of a single S-H body, all with the same length, will end up reducing the 

wave drag by a factor of  
C
} , but will end up increasing the skin friction drag by a factor of √|. 
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3.4  Triple Body Configuration 

A possible extension of the proposed configuration could be to three fuselages instead of two, 

shown in figure 3.9.  The outer two fuselages are the same as in previous configurations, while the 

middle fuselage has the Busemann hybrid geometry applied to both sides.  According to the Sears-

Haack drag formula (1.3), the expected effect is to lower the entire configuration’s wave drag by 

a factor of three.  The computed pressure field along the horizontal midsection of the configuration 

is described in figure 3.10.  It can be seen that the shock wave is reflected in the same manner as 

seen in previous calculations (see figure 3.2).  The results for this unconnected configuration in an 

inviscid, supersonic flow are presented in table 3.3.  It is shown that the triple bodies decrease the 

drag per volume to 37% of the value for a S-H body with equal length and volume.  This is almost 

the full one third value predicted by theory.  The difference is the result of interference between 

the bodies. 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Front and top views of the triple body configuration. 
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Figure 3.10: Pressure field around the midsection of the triple body configuration.  

Table 3.3: Inviscid drag per volume of a triple body hybrid configuration compared to theoretical S-H body 

of same length and volume. 

�� Triple hybrid Drag 

per Volume (N/m3) 

Equal Length and Volume S-H 

Drag per Volume (N/m3) 

Hybrid drag over 

S-H drag (%) 

2.0 3132 8263 37.90 

2.1 3405 9110 37.37 

2.2 3699 9999 37.00 
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3.5  Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, I presented the proposed configurations, both in an ideal case and in a 

physically plausible case.  I determined that in both cases, the proposed configuration 

outperformed the classically optimal solution by a significant amount, reducing the drag per 

volume to 50% of the Sears-Haack body.  Not only do both configurations outperform the single 

S-H body, but they also outperform the trivial alternative of twin S-H body, which suffer somewhat 

adversely from reflected shock waves.  I also demonstrated that this effect is not destroyed by the 

presence of boundary layers or other viscous effects. 
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4. SUMMARY OF RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK 

4.1  Summary of Results 

In this thesis, I have presented a new configuration for supersonic aircraft fuselages.  I first 

demonstrated, in chapter 2, that the commercial code, FLUENT, provides mesh converged, valid 

results for supersonic flows with respect to classical theoretical predictions.  Then, by adapting the 

geometry of the Busemann biplane to the Sears-Haack body, I have presented a physically feasible 

configuration (see figure 1.8) that reduces the inviscid drag per volume of a given volume and 

length.  The reduction is about 50% when compared to a single Sears-Haack body, which is the 

accepted, optimal shape for the minimum wave drag of a given volume and length.  See figure 3.3 

for the results of the configuration without connectors and figure 3.8 for the results of the 

configuration with connectors.  A previous paper by Yamazaki and Kusunose (2013) reported a 

different, non-axisymmetric configuration with an optimized wave drag reduction to 63.6% of the 

wave drag of an equivalent S-H body.  My computations, using their results, show that twin S-H 

bodies lead to wave drag values that are 66% of a single, equivalent S-H body.  From this 

comparison, I conclude that the proposed hybrid body has less wave drag per volume and is a more 

effective configuration for fuselages of supersonic aircrafts than the configurations shown in 

previous studies. 

In addition, when applied to non-enclosed geometries, the Busemann biplane experiences 

none of the wave drag spikes at under speed conditions that have been associated with the biplane 

geometries (Tian, 2016).  Yet, the configuration maintains some of its efficacy, as demonstrated 

in detail in figure 3.3.  

Preliminary studies into the effects of viscosity for supersonic flows at high Reynolds 

numbers show that the total drag is about 25% greater than inviscid flow results.  For both the 
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unconnected and connected configurations, tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, show about a 25% rise 

in total drag compared to inviscid flow results.  This demonstrates that the basic concept of a hybrid 

geometry is maintained in realistic situations. 

Finally, this shock waves reflection effect on wave drag per volume has also been extended 

to a triple body configuration (see figures 3.9, 3.10).  This further split of the configuration into 

three bodies reduces the wave drag per volume to less than 38% of the equivalent S-H body (see 

table 3.3). 

4.2  Conclusions 

The conclusions of this thesis are as follows: 

1) A hybrid Busemann-Sears-Haack fuselage of an airplane at supersonic speeds can be designed 

to have lower wave drag per volume than an equivalent Sears Haack body.   

2) The Busemann biplane configuration, applied to a three-dimensional, non-enclosed geometry, 

does not experience drag increases at under speed conditions like it does in three-dimensional, 

enclosed biplane geometries or in two-dimensional geometries.   

3) The inclusion of connecting spars can be designed, according to the Busemann biplane 

geometry, such that wave drag increase due to the spars is relatively small.   

4) The commercial code Fluent can be used to compute inviscid, supersonic flow fields around 

complicated two-dimensional and three-dimensional geometries. 

4.3  Future Work 

This thesis provides a novel, unique, hybrid configuration for supersonic airplanes.  

Various extensions of this idea have also been considered, particularly the triple body 

configuration.  In the future, the effects of this proposed geometry on the far-field sonic boom 

signature should be studied in depth to determine ground level noise resulting from the hybrid 
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configuration.  Area ruling was ignored for this paper. This was done on the basis of the violation 

of the smooth area distribution required by area ruling being contradicted by the sharp area changes 

required by the Busemann biplane.  The validity of this choice should be confirmed to ensure the 

presentation of an entirely optimal solution. 

Other future investigations into the effects of aspect ratio and tapering on the efficacy of 

three-dimensional Busemann biplanes should be performed.  A hysteresis effect, where a sharp 

change in drag of the Busemann configuration occurs at different speeds depending on positive or 

negative acceleration, is reported by Tian and Agarwal (2016).  This seems to be negated in the 

present study by using non-enclosed geometries, although it should be investigated thoroughly in 

a future study.  If confirmed, this may prove effective as an inlet for ramjets or scramjets by 

providing extra compressive shocks without concern for flow choking. 

Also, reshaping the spars from a triangular Busemann geometry into a trapezoidal 

geometry can affect the minimum Mach number for a relevant flight range around the design Mach 

number, at some cost of effectiveness.  I recommend that this be investigated further in order to 

determine whether the tradeoff is beneficial or detrimental.  It is possible that this shape may have 

improved subsonic performance, because of the less extreme sharp angles, which should also be 

studied.  Particular emphasis should be placed on understanding how the modified geometry reacts 

to sidewinds compared to single fuselages.  Additionally, studying how a wing placed in between 

the twin bodies affects the reflected shocks and expansion fans is  

On the same note, investigations into non-identical Busemann geometries should be 

performed.  For example, instead of two triangles with the same chord and leading edge angle, 

attempting to get the same effect from a pair of triangles, one with one chord and leading edge 

angle, and another with an entirely different chord and leading edge angle. 
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Another interesting application of the Busemann biplane would be as a supersonic high lift 

device.  By placing the Busemann biplane geometry on the underbelly of an aircraft, with its chord 

in line with the velocity of the aircraft and extending out vertically, the pressure rises can be used 

to create additional lift without adding wing area.  This is in line with compression lift studied by 

NASA in the B-70 Valkyrie program (Taube, 1972).  This geometry could be applied to the engine 

nacelles of an airplane like the Concorde (see figure 1.2).  Preliminary results from a test case run 

with a Busemann geometry with width equal to one-fifth of a 30m chord provides a lift to drag 

ratio of 1.5 at �� =  ������� = 2.0.  It is not much lift to drag, but it adds lift using previously 

unused space on an aircraft.  Extending the width to be equal to the 30m chord leads to a lift to 

drag ratio of 2.12.  These are low lift to drag values, however, they could be useful as a supersonic 

canard.  Applying this to more than two bodies will improve the lift to drag ratio of the adaptation. 
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